Directions: Please be certain to locate your specific class and summer reading assignment. As always, every student should expect a summer reading assessment in his or her class in early September.

Great Neck North High Summer Reading 2019

Foundations I
*The Giver*  
Lois Lowry

**9th Grade**

**English 9 ENL**
All English 9 ENL students received the summer reading assignment in their Humanities class. In addition, the summer reading assignment, which consists of a packet of short works, will be posted on the English Department webpage.

**English 9**
All incoming 9th graders should read the three short works in the English 9 Summer Reading Packet, which will be posted on the English Department webpage.

**10th Grade**

**English Foundations II**
*Tuesdays with Morrie*  
Mitch Albom

**English 10 ENL**
*The Rent Collector*  
Camron Wright

**English 10**
*The Rent Collector*  
Camron Wright

**English 10 Honors**
*The Rent Collector*  
Camron Wright

*In addition, all English 10 Honors students should complete the English 10 Honors Summer Reading Packet posted on the English Department webpage.

**Community School**
All students must read:
*The Rent Collector*  
Camron Wright
*The World According to Garp*  
John Irving

*The third title and additional handouts will be distributed at the CS barbecue and/or via email.
English Foundations III
*Into the Wild*  
Jon Krakauer

English 11
*The Rent Collector*  
Camron Wright

English 11 AP
Students will read TWO texts:
*The Rent Collector*  
Camron Wright
*The Mayor of Casterbridge (ISBN: 978-0393974980)*  
Thomas Hardy

*The full assignment, which will consist of an essay and a set of supplemental readings, will be posted on the English Department webpage.*

---

English 12
*The Rent Collector*  
Camron Wright

English 12 AP
Students will read TWO texts:
*The Rent Collector*  
Camron Wright
*The Shadow of the Wind*  
Carlos Ruiz Zafon

SATIS
*The Rent Collector*  
Camron Wright

GRAPHIC LITERATURE
Students will read TWO texts:
*Understanding Comics*  
Scott McCloud
*The Complete Bone*  
Jeff Smith

*The Complete Bone* and an accompanying assignment were distributed at the Graphic Lit orientation meeting in June (assignment can also be found on the English Department webpage). Both texts should be brought to class on the first day of school.

CITIZENS OF THE WORLD
*The Rent Collector*  
Camron Wright

“Books are the plane, and the train, and the road. They are the destination, and the journey. They are home.”  
— Anna Quindlen

*How Reading Changed My Life*